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I believe that a sense of connection is at the
core of learning. When we choose to focus first

on social/emotional learning, trust is
established and more meaningful learning

takes place. By establishing a sense of
connectedness early on in the learning

process: (a) spaces where learning is socially
constructed increase and (b) students feel

encouraged to take risks, and (c) students are
empowered to bring their voices into the room.

In this way, educators are able to leverage
learning spaces to create more equitable and

joyful experiences for all students..

PERSONAL STATEMENT

PROFESSIONAL TEACHING EXPERIENCE

2015 — 2019
IB(DP) / AP ENGLISH; LEARNING LEADER

American Community School of Abu Dhabi |  Abu Dhabi, UAE  

2013 — 2015
IGCSE TEACHER; HIGH SCHOOL

Centre for British Teachers (CfBT) |  Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei

2012 — 2013

IB(DP) ENGLISH; ACTIVITIES & SERVICE COORDINATOR
(maternity leave)

St. John's Private Academy |  Vancouver, Canada

2010 — 2012
HS ENGLISH & P.E. 

Sheikh Zayed Private Academy |  Abu Dhabi, UAE

2010 — 2012
HS ENGLISH & P.E.

Dalian Maple Leaf Educational Systems |  Dalian, China 
(B.C. Offshore School)

— Attend  professional development
webinars (most recent linked here)

— Keep up to date with literacy and
social/emotional learning research

— Twitter: Consistently produce
content and grow my PLN

IN  MY FREE  T IME. . .

Email: readwritemore@gmail.com
 

Twitter: @readwritemore
 

Website: readmorewritemore.org 

WHERE YOU CAN F IND ME:

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY

MASTER OF ARTS IN LEARNING AND TECHNOLOGY | 2014 — 2016

Royal Roads University; Victoria, B.C., Canada

CURRENT PUBLICATIONS 

I recently launched a website where I write about education on
both a macro and micro level. It is a consolidation of my 15 years
experience, past and current research, and a desire to make
learning experiences more equitable and joyful for students.

Find it here: www.readmorewritemore.org

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION | 2004 — 2005

University of British Columbia; Vancouver, B.C., Canada
(WKTEP)

BACHELOR OF HUMAN KINETICS | 1999 — 2004

University of British Columbia; Vancouver, B.C., Canada

https://literacyworldwide.org/ila-next/
http://www.readmorewritemore.org/


AMY GREENE — Principal (2015-19)
American Community School of Abu Dhabi
Email: amygreene@acs.sch.ae
Phone: +971 2 681 5115

MONICA MEDINA-OLDS
International Consultant | Instructor at
California State University
Email: medinaolds@gmail.com
Phone: +1 510 461 5045

MARION HUNTER
Student Teacher Supervisor (WKTEP)
Email: marionhunter13@gmail.com

REFERENCES

CREDENTIALS &  AREAS OF  INTEREST

2018 — 2019
INTERNATIONAL LITERACY COACHING COHORT

North East South Asia Council of Overseas Schools

A group of 25 educators met 5 times over 1.5 years in
multiple locations (Thailand, India, Bahrain, & Oman).
Outcomes involved learning to support schools with
literacy and assessment practices, develop facilitations
skills, and analysis of curricular components for a
balanced literacy program.   

2019
ADAPTIVE SCHOOLS

This training program "presents a productive, practical
set of ideas and tools for developing collaborative
groups in becoming effective and better equipped to
resolve complex issues around student learning."

CURRENTLY ENROLLED

COPY EDITING CERTIFICATE

Simon Fraser University | Vancouver, B.C., Canada

2018 — PRESENT

CONTRIBUTING WRITER: MOVING WRITERS

www.movingwriters.org
Mission: "We believe that teaching is about much, much
more than transmitting skills and knowledge. We
believe in teaching that changes students at their
core.Our passion is writing instruction — the what, the
how, and the who. Especially the who. Our students are
at the heart of great writing instruction."

ASB UNPLUGGED

I presented with a colleague on how
leveraging social media (specifically
Instagram) in and out of the classroom
enhances student engagement. It is
through the establishment of personal
connections with students where learning
is nurtured.

February 2017 | Mumbai, India

NATIONAL COLLEGE OF ENGLISH
TEACHERS (NCTE)

I presented with a group on
how the Writer’s Workshop Model is a
viable framework for a high school English
classroom (AP & IB included). My specific
topic connected to how the workshop
model helps to nurture
metacognition in senior HS students.

November 2019 | Baltimore, USA

PRESENTATIONS

SOCIAL  MEDIA

2017 — PRESENT
TWITTER: @READWRITEMORE
I use Twitter exclusively for my professional life for the past 3
years. Over this time I have moved from a consumer to a
producer of content and have grown my PLN. Connecting with
other educators on Twitter has enhanced my own teaching
practice, connected me with opportunities to grow (moving
writers blog), and allowed me to give back to the teaching
community.

http://www.movingwriters.org/
https://twitter.com/ReadWriteMore

